
COMPTROLLER G&JEFiAi OF THE UNITED STATES 

WASHJNWDN D.C. 2W48 

Chairman, Committee on Government 
Operations 

House of Representatives 
RELEASED 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

Subject: DOD Instruction 5000.5X, Standard Instruction Set 
Architectures For Embedded Computers “[(MASAD-82-16) 

On July 30, 1981, you requested that we review the Department 
of Defense (DOD) plans to implement proposed DOD Instruction 
5000.5x. Your request raised a number of questions about the po- 
tential impact of implementing the proposed instruction. We have 
responded to your five specific questions in enclosure I. 

As we understand it, the primary objective of Instruction 
5000.5X is curtailment of high costs resulting from hardware 
and software proliferation, and in particular, logistics supnort 
costs in the field. To accomplish this, DOD has chosen to limit 
the number of architectures that could be used for the design 
and development of computer hardware and software for the tactical 
environment. Moreover, DOD would require ownership of standard 
architectures for military-embedded computers. Although this 
proposed instruction has merit when considered in context of 
the hardware/software environment that existed during the mid- 
197Os, our evaluation raises some serious issues that challenge 
its validity in the time frame of the 1980s. Some of the more 
salient points for consideration are: 

--Dramatic advances have been made in software technology. 
DOD has recognized that a lack of a standard programming 
language is a major contributor to the high cost of devel- 
oping and maintaining software for military applications, 
DOD is to be commended for its initiative to fill that void 
by developing a common high-order programming language 
called Ada. Ada very specifically aims to readily adapt a 
very wide variety of DOD applications to most present (and 
future)- computer architectures. Ada can potentially encom- 
pass the particularly useful aspects of future architectural 
advances and make .their gains available to users, without 
their having to learn and worry about how the gains were 
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realized. In other words, aggressive pursuit of a standard 
high-order language, such as Ada, could alleviate the 
software proliferation problem and at the same time permit 
the Government to fully capitalize on architectural ad- 
vances. 

--Likewise there have been many advances in computer tech- 
nology. These advances are the result of demands made by 
the civilian sector for more reliable and rugged computers. 
And indeed, the civilian sector is starting to impose much 
stiffer reliability requirements on integrated circuits. 
These advances will be realized probably at little or no cost 
penalty because all integrated circuits will be made to the 
same high standards. There are computer companies already 
marketing highly reliable computers through the use of 
innovative architectures. These modern computers have 
substantially fewer parts and in many cases are a computer 
on a single board thereby reducing the need for extensive 
logistics support. 

Y-Improved competition using militarized versions of commer- 
cial computers will open up competition to many firms that 
would not bid on specifications with DOD-owned architectures. 
The resulting unit prices will be less because DOD will 
not pay for duplicating hardware development and control 
and utility software development as it proposed to do 
under Instruction 5000.5~. Lower hardware unit costs 
and high hardware quality are in fact available in 
the commercial market because of the technology and 
broader market base. 

--DOD ownership of architectures would seriously inhibit 
competition by a significant portion of the computer indus- 
try, and therefore DOD would not have the flexibility to 
capitalize on advances in computer architectural technol- 
ogy in a timely fashion. The ultimate impact would result 
in DOD very likely running the risk of getting locked into 
obsolete architectures. 

--DOD would not be able to efficiently utilize the'new DOD 
programming language Ada and will not be able to fully 
capitalize on the anticipated software cost savings Ada 
was designed to yield. 

--The 'three services have initiated efforts commensurate with 
Instruction 5000.5X; for example, the Army's Military Com- 
puter Family, the Navy's AN/UYK-43 and 44, and the Air 
Force's 1750 programs. In a previous report entitled "The 
Department of Defense's Standardization Program for Military 
Computers --a More Unified Effort Is Needed" (LCD-80-69, 
June 18, 1980), we were critical of both the Army and Navy 
efforts. We made the following statements in that earlier 
report and believe they are even more valid today: 
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“* * * some computer manufacturer’s are already design- 
ing computms,with modern architectures that will have 
Ada comzlilears available. These or other manufacturers 
will pr&bably offer follow-on computers that will 
directly carry out Ada instructions and substantially 
improve perfarmance reliability. Because these changes 
provide better support options, such as building more 
redundancy into systems, they should compel the De- 
partment to further evaluate the level of standarbiza- 
tion to be achieved before allowing the Army and Navy 
to commit themselves * * * for the long term. (Em- 
pp 

“We view the need for architecture standardization as a 
function, in part, of the availability of Ada as the 
standard computer programming language. Because Ada 
is being developed to be a machine-transportable 
languaqe with a relatively low life cycle maintenance 
cost, the need for standard architectures may be di- 
mLnlshed when it 1s available * * *.‘I (Emphasis added.) 

CONCLUSIONS 

We believe that DOD can accomplish its objectives more 
effectively through exploitation of advances made with high-order 
language standardization and related hardware technology. Further , 
we believe implementation of Instruction 5000.5X would preclude 
DOD’s ability to make use of current and anticipated advances in 
software and related hardware technology. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

We recommend that the Secretary of Defense not implement 
Instruction 5000.5X. 

We also recommend that the Secretary of Defense direct the 
services to reevaluate their ongoing efforts and demonstrate why 
they are more cost effective than standardizing on a high-order 
language such as Ada and relying on the computer industry to provide 
the stimulus for computer architectural innovations. 

SCOPE AND METHODOLOGY 

During our review, we contacted officials representing 16 com- 
puter manufacturers, 3 system contractors who incorporate embedded 
computers in the systems they develop, and 4 industry associations 
representing manufacturers of computers and electronic equipment. 
We reviewed position statements and correspondence regarding 
Instruction 5000.5X. We also contacted program officials and 
reviewed program documentation regarding Ada, the Army’s Military 
Computer Family, the Air Force’s 1750, and the Navy’s AN/WYK-43 
and 44 efforts. 
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Our review was performed in accordance with our st?n!aFds 
for audits of governmental organizations, programs, actlvltles, 
and functions. 

AS arranged with your office, we did not obtain official 
agency comments on this report and we plan no further drstrlbu- 
tion of this report until 30 days from the date of t;;h,;eport, 
unless you publicly announce its contents earlier. I we 
will send copies to interested parties and make copies available 
to others upon request. 

Sincerely yours I 

Ad&-q Comptroller benera 
Of the United States 

Enclosure 



ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

RESPONSES' TO SPECIFIC QUESTIONS 

REGARDING INSTRUCTION 5000.5X 

WHAT EFFECT WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X 
HAVE ON TEE USE OE COMPETITION IN THE 
DEPARTMENT Ol? DEFENSE? 

Instruction 5000.5~ would effectively preclude any commercial 
architecture from the Department of Defense (DOD)-approved list 
because DOD must have full and clear data rights to all architec.0 
tures listed, Currently, only DOD developed and funded architec- _. __. _ ..- 
tures have been approved. The Army's unsuccessful attempt to use 
a commercial architecture in its Military Computer Family program 
is an example of how this policy will inhibit commercial architec- 
tures from competing for embedded computer systems. 

The Army's unsuccessful attempt was caused by (1) the reluc- 
tance of the commercial firm to accept Army assurance that its 
proprietary architecture would not be remarketed commercially 
and (2) the lack of industry interest in providing hardware based 
on a competitor's design. It is fortunate that this attempt was 
unsuccessful because the commercial firm involved is now marketing 
a new architecture due to the prior one's limitations. 

A majority of the industry officials interviewed assured us 
that they would not compete on DOD-embedded computer procurements 
if they had to use DOD-approved architectures. These officials 
were concerned that their key personnel would be diverted from 
current work to meet the production needs of the DOD-embedded 
computers, which have obsolete architectures. Therefore, the key 
personnel would lose their current technological expertise. A 
smaller number of industry officials felt that Instruction 5000.5X 
would encourage competition in DOD procurements. However, these 
officials generally represented companies currently under DOD 
contracts implementing approved architectures. 

WHAT EFFECT WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X 
HAVE ON THE CURRENT COMPUTER INDUSTRY? 

Most industry officials and some military officials stated 
that Instruction 5000.5~ would effectively eliminate many compe- 
tent computer companies from the militarized embedded computer 
market. Very few companies are willing to compete on procurements 
mandating obsolete architectures. Under the current Navy program 
for the development of the AN/UYR-43 and 44 computers only two 
companies responded. 

WOULD INSTRUCTION 5000.5X LOCK 
DOD INTO OBSOLETE TECHNOLOGY? 

Instruction 5000*5X will minimize DOD's opportunities to 
capitalize on new architecture developments in the commercial 
marketplace. Computer architecture is a rapidly evolving 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

technology and has a profound effect on the application of computer 
technology. ‘As the computer industry improves the application 
of high-order languages, such as Ada, it also needs improvements 
and innovations in computer architectures to better support the 
use of high-order languages. 

Most of the industry officials stated that DOD would defi- 
nitely have obsolete equipment due primarily to the fact that 
the approved architectures in Instruction 5000.5X are or will 
be obiiolete by the time they are implemented. We were also told 
that these architectures do not lend themselves to efficiently 
utilize the new DOD programming language Ada and will not be able 
to fully capitalize on the anticipated software cast savings Ada . 
was designed to yield. 

The architectures listed in Instruction 5000.5X do not include 
many modern concepts such as stack-oriented architectures, memory- 
to-memory architectures, efficient multiprocessing support, multi- 
ple concurrent tasking support, pipelined architectures, signal 
processing architectures, image processing, and array computers. 
Therefore, technological advances in computer architectures will 
be ruled out because of Instruction 5000.5X. 

ARE COMMERCIAL OFF-THE-SHELF COMPUTERS 
CURRENTLY AVAILABLE THAT COULD SATISFY 
DOD'S MAJOR NEEDS FOR EMBEDDED COMPUTERS? 

Militarized versions of off-the-shelf commercial computers 
are available, work very effectively with modern software, and 
can offer current computer technology at reasonable costs. Com- 
mercial computers have the advantage of giving program managers 
the latest technology and the most effective and efficient archi- 
tecture for the particular job. Commercial computers also (1) 
have lower life-cycle costs, (2) can be militarized to the point 
where they are rugged enough for combat, (3) can help ease the 
logistics support burden, and (4) provide more competition. 

Today, nearly all of the’research and development in electron- 
ics is funded by the commercial sector (particularly in computer 
technology) and is available to DOD through the purchase of mili- 
tarized commercial products. Military use of commercial technology 
would significantly reduce applications development and software 
life-cycle costs. For example, if DOD utilized commercial archi- 
tectures, most of the associated research and development costs 
of the architecture and systems software would be borne by the 
manufacturer -and not DOD. Although DOD is spending hundreds of 
millions of dollars for cust0mize.d architectures, it has not 
offered adequate justifications for its dominant reliance on 
noncommercial architectures. 

The market for embedded computers represents about 5 percent 
of the total computer market. This means that all embedded com- 
puter activities must compete for technical resources with a market 
that is about 20 times larger. We believe that DOD would do better 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

by utilizing the rsesources of the entire market by opening the 
procurements to all the computer industry. Industry could then 
offer its best architectures, technology, and software support on 
a system-by-system basis. 

Militarized versions of commercial computers already exist. 
For example, militarized versions of Data General Corporation and 
Digital Equipment Corporation computers are used in a variety of 
weapons, communications, and electronic warfare projects within all 
three services. Rugqedized IBM minicomputers are used extensively 
in the Marine Corps’ Source Data Automation Program. Rugqedized, 
shock mounted, and straight commercial versions of other vendors’ 
hardware are widely used in command and control and intelligence 
applications through the AN/GYQ-21(V) program. 

Commercial hardware itself is becoming more and more rugged 
because ruggedness is being required in laboratory, manufacturing, 
control, vehicle, airborne, and shipboard environments. More dense 
circuitry and improved packaging have contributed to this trend. 
As a result, today’s computers operate successfully under more 
adverse conditions than yesterday’s and will perform even better 
in the future. 

. 
It is also argued that commercial technology will help solve 

DOD’s problem of logistical support and wartime survivability. 
Because computers are using less circuit cards than before, the 
problem of maintenance or logistic support is diminishing. Past 
computers, in the 197Os, had up to 200 circuit cards compared to 
today’s equivalent that uses only 13 circuit cards and is smaller 
and faster. Today’s AN/UYK-19 (a military version of a commercial 
computer) uses only 13 circuit cards and the new “B” model only 
7 circuit cards. 

Adherents of commercial technology argue that it is less 
expensive and more practical to stock entire computer spares in 
the field ( as the field replaceable unit) than to have more 
maintenance people in the field to diagnose and swap out an 
individual problem. Their logistics remedy is to place whole 
units in the field and ship them back to a central depot for 
repair. This reduces costs because an individual technician can 
service a greater number of machines. Also, as computers become 
smaller, it will be more cost effective to stock entire computer 
spares in the field. 

It is easier to diagnose hardware problems due to advances 
in commer ical technology. New hardware design allows relatively 
unskilled personnel to isolate problems. Field maintenance will 
consist of replacing the. field unit. This will be facilitated by 
self-testing logic in the unit and fault-isolating diagnostics. 

Throwaway computers are becoming possible because many 
field units will be a single circuit board, not several cabinets 
of electronics. Commercial industry is already at the point where 
several boards are throwaway units. With the high cost associated 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

with maintaining equipment in the field, DOD could probably justify 
throwing away an even higher percentage of circuit boards. Units 
that can and should be repaired will be shipped back to a central 
depot where commercial vendors will repair the failed component. 
This will free critical military personnel from learning skills 
that are more readily available from private industry. While 
this service could be provided by the hardware manufacturer, it 
is also possible to compete this separately. 

Survivability and the ability to maintain continuity of 
operations will be enhanced not only by simplified logistics but 
also by distributive processing. In the future, as computers be- 
come smaller and smaller, we will see individual computers designed 
to implement individual functions or to support an individual com- 
mander or operator in the field. These individual computers will 
then be connected together in a network, both locally within a 
building and more remotely over wider areas. When one of these 
computers is down, for whatever reason, it can be quickly discon- 
nected from the network and a spare unit plugged into its place. 

Lastly, opponents of standard architectures argue that using 
commercial hardware will increase competition. Instead of using 
standard architectures for all programs, there would be competi- 
tive selection of a computer system for each major new program. 
The competition would be based on technology as well as price. 
The pressure to win new programs would encourage the suppliers to 
introduce new technology without added cost to DOD. 

SHOULD STANDARDIZATION OCCUR AT THE 
INSTRUCTION SET ARCHITECTURE LEVEL OR AT 
THE HIGHER LEVEL LANGUAGES, SUCH AS ADA? 

Cost effective standardization for DOD-embedded computers 
requires standardization at the high-order language level, such 
as Ada. The proliferation of languages contributes significantly 
to the high cost and poor quality of software used in military 
computer applications. According to the DOD High-Order Language 
Working Group, none of the many programming languages used in 
the military is suitable as a standard language for military 
applications-- including the Navy's CMS-2, the Air Force's JOVIAL, 
and the Army's TACPOL which have been established as interim 
standard languages. Four of the five architectures currently 
listed under Instruction 5000.5X are oriented to using these lan- 
guages. 

Studies made by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
and by Decisions and Designs, Inc., predicted that as the standard 
DOD language, Ada will result in substantial cost savings DOD-wide 
through common software, improved programmer productivity, and new 
technical features. According to these studies, DOD could save 
as much as $24 billion from 1983 to 1999. 

Because DOD is implementing Ada as its standard programming 
language for military applications, computer manufacturers are 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE 

currently developing Ada-oriented computers and Ada compilers 
using the latest technology with substantial.ly improved perform- 
ance and reliability. As a result, the need for standard comput- - -. _-^. __ ~~ . . 
ers and instruction set -architectures has drminished.- 

The consensus of opinion from most of those we interviewed 
during this review was that DOD should standardize at a high- 
order language, such as Ada, and let the computer industry innovate 
at the'architectural and hardware levels. 
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SUBJECT: 

References: 

A. PLWOSE 

Departtient of Defense Instruction cs*RE 

. 
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) Standardization Policy for 
Embedded Co~mputers. 

(81 

Cbl 

(d) . . . -: 

(4 

DOD Directive 5000.1 "Major System Acquisitions", March 19, 
1980 

DOD Directive 5100.40 "Responsibility for Administration 
of the DoD Automatic Data Processing Program", revision 
in coordination 

DOD Directive 5000.37 "Acquisition and Distribution of 
Commercial Praductsn, September 29, 1978 

DOD Direcrive 
Specification 

DOD Directive 
Major Defense 

4120.3 "Defense Standardization and 
.Program", February 10, 1979 ._ - - 

5000.29 *'?lanagenent of Computer Resurces ir, 
Systems", revis ion in coordination 

. 
This-Instruction states poIicy and provides guidance for the standardi-' * 

zation of Instruction Set Architectures (see definition in Attachxnenr A) 
far embedded computer systems and applications. Such standardization is 
intended to improve the overall effectiveness of-DOD computer resource 
utilization, including management of funds, manpower, time, and operational 
effectivess. . 

_ B- APPLICABILITY A!! SCOPE 
-. _ _ . .-. 

1. The provisions of this Instruction apply to the Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, the Military Departments, the Organization of the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, and the Defense Agencies (hereafter referred to 
collectively as "DoD Components"). 

* 2. The provisions encompass acquistion programs of major defense 
systems, as designated by the Secretary of Defense (described in para- 
graph D.2.c of reference (a)>. Additionally, the principles provided 
shall be applied in acquisition of Defense systems and subsystems which 

,do not fall in.the major-ac=quisition category and in major modification 
'@CD) and conversion in lieu of prokrrement (CILOP) programs. .T T 

: 3 . This Instruction covers alI. embedded digital computers and pro- 
C8SSOfS ) regardless of implementation, tecitnoiogy, or size, unless they 
are specifically excluded by the paragraphs belt,:. 

. . 
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, 4. bciuded from the provisians of this Instruction are: 

* 

a. Nonmilitarized general purpase, commercially available, 

automatic data processing assets as defined and administered under re- 

ference (b). 

b. Digital computers and processors used in hardware intensive 

(see definition in Enclosure 1) applications, as further specified in 

Component implementing instruction or regulation. 

C. Digital computers and-processors utilized as part of.Automatic - 

Test Equipment and Crew Training Devices (e.g., Flight Simulators;-Main- 

tenance Trainers), as further specified in Ccmponent implementing in- 

struction or regulation. 
.- 

d. Commercial products acquired under reference (c). 

1 -. : 

s. The provisions 0~ x this Instruction shall. not apply retroactively 

to anp defense system where a program decision relative to ISA was made, 

prior to the date hereof. 

..- 

6. The provisions of this Instruction shall not preclude &perimental . 

use of unconventional or 

"exploratory developkk. - _.. .--. 

later waiver or proposal 

process of Enclosure 2. 
. . 

advanced technology ISAs in basic research and 

Such use; however,. shall-not be the basis for - 
.- _ 

for addition to the approved list in lieu of"the 
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1. Only DOD-approved 1SAs may be used in defense systems and subsystems 
: 

unless it is demonstrated that none of the approved ISAs is technically 

practical or cost effective over the system life. Erxclosure 3 lists the 

125~s currerrt ly approved. 
.- . . _ 

2. Each DoD-approved ISA is assigned to a DOD Component as listed 

in Enclosure 3 under the execuzive agent concept. The assigned executive 

agent will be responsible fcr assuring sz35ility. spcriflcarim, and con- 

figuration managemen: of the ISA; certifying compiiance of hardware in-,le- 

menrations sirh the ISA; and for dissenicaxing inforwtion to gowcnnent 

and indusrv on the 1% and OT? associated esisting sofxare rools. ISh 

specificariorzs shall be coordinated wit 5 affected DOD ctxqonents in 

accordance with reference (d). _ : 
: -z & - - . i- . _ 

Mwag;ement Steering Committee for Embedded Coapurer Resources (?1SC-ECX), 

essablished b\- reference le) 'to determine if addirions to or deletions from 

the liss are appropriate. 
._ .- _ .. .i 

. . . 
-.. . . . - -_ . . . . 

;. a. -&x-~ISS'w~ffnot-bi added td this BoD~a~&med list.unless the 

- mDwe’has ‘fu3;1.‘*&d c~&rlp-d%+& ri&tr to permit any ~sndor' to iiilemnt i ._ - - .- -as--. - ..- 
Thea ISA ia zi iystam controlled by --refers&e (a) or in l&a-than-major *. _' . - 
sywmtm, or subsystems. .- - . - - . - 

. -_ _ --. ~ 
.- 

. . - 
. 



4. Each DOD Componenr shall institure proc~durcs (accc?tab3e fo the 

%C-ECR) to grant or reject exceptions Ic.'aivors) to this poiicy and shall 

~2trlish Drocedures governing its waiver Froccss in its imF1ementir.g in- . 

Str’.,lC” ian o- 1 a regularions. The designated waiver office in each DOD Com- 

?onenr wili nainrain appropriare :ecords t3 supper: perirJdic review by 

. f n c MSC -SCR *- 

1. Tine YSC-EC3 shall oversee and coordinate t;'ie aLcss~l:skmen: oi r'r,e 

policies in this instruccicn and advise tllo Office of Z!IE Under Secretary 

of Defense for Research and Znginecring on matters related to rhis policy. 

The ?!SC -L. PS shall serve as the conrro! point icr adding/deleting ISAs zoifrom 

Encicsure 3. 

? -. T:ne Assistant Secretary of the Army (kesearch, Developmen: an:! hcc~cisi- 

Tcion), the Assisstanr Secrerary of the Kavy iKesearch, Engineering and Systemsj 

and the Assistant Secretary of the Air Force (Research Development and Logistics) 

shall be responsible for implementauion of &is policy within Zheir respective 

Deparrments. The Directors of the Defense Agencies shall be responsible for 

implementation of this policy within their rcspecr;ive Agencies. 

I 
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i. The responsible DOD Componenr will designate a control agefit for 

each assigned ISA. 

- 
3. Each DOD Component vi1 ! designate a coordinating agent for each ISA 

i;hich is assigned to a different DOD Componezr 'our Ghich is of applicaticn 

interest . 



lnsrrucrion Set Arci~ltocture (ISA! 

The attributes of a digital computer or processor as migilt be seen by a 

machine (assembly) language programmer. i.e., the conceptual siruc';ure srrd 

func::ional beh3vior as distinct from the organization of the data f;oii ar;? 

conrrols, logic design. and physical implementation. 

T’nis definitlcr: li?clAes the processor 325 i~~cr!o~z~nt insrrucrrx ‘5-s. -. - 

their foraats, opera: icr: codes ? and address inf. modems : mem3rv ix3zagei7ent 

a:;.3 pa?-- : ? 1 c.9 : . (7 * c Lsr-*-*~*&.iO ir 3ccessibie s;o the mackinr- Irngcag-; ~rzgrsxxr; 5e 

sgieed of accessibie c:r;ckS; iliZCtrZT$t StZlCfllrl: 622 the zlE,T‘.B?r cf use ail< 

r rormat of ali registers and memory locations tI:at may be directly naci- 

pulareti or tesred by a rzachine ianguage program. 

This definition excludes the time 3r speed of any cperaticz, internal 

cornpurer partirioning, electrical and physical organization, circtzits and 

ccmRT)oi?ents 0: * the com?ur,ez, manufacturing technoiog:;. memo-v organizat io3 -- , 

memary cycle time, and memory bus widths. 

Embedded Computers 

Computers incorporated as integral parts of , dedicated to, or required 

for direct support of, or for the upgradin, = or modification of, major or 

less-than-major systems. 
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2 ___ - -. 

Tiia:i, _ i;mpui.er 0;);: iL;~ijOilS 211 h.i,l.Ci; tIic2 fl1llCt jC:. :C liSC!d i3L4, i,r::, _I . 

the compurcr program after deveiopmen: and test, is expected no: to Le 

changed for tile iiferime of tile physical compoIlwlt in nl!icl~ it is em'nvddtik;,. 

-- 



General : -- 

bier ISAs xiii be added to or deleted f ram ~11e npyrovcd list c\nly Ii 

it is cleariy shorn to be in the best long- term interest of l)oD in terzs . 

Of life cycle cost and operational performance. Novelty or mmdest improve- 

men: in c3st or performance is not sufficient justification for addirion 

. 
KC tne list. me follor;ing 1 ii0 cycie c0.s'; consider3rions dnC -trade-offs 

1 
-. Ease of mzintentnce, bcz'n hardr;are and software. 

3. L!se of exis-,ing sofrr;are. Ii a rich hod:; 0Z existing sofxare is 

usable (technicalig and legally) ~-lzh rhe nex ISA, rhat lS.4 skoult be 

judged more acceptable than one that does not have such a soitxare base. 

4. Ability to automate heretofore impracricai funcrions. A new ISA 

which would allok: DOD to perform some function which Eas previously 

troublesome or impossible should be viewed positively. r -- -- -_ 

. .._._ .>.- 



?rocedurQ. : 

A. The DoD Component nominating the ?.e~+' !S:'i will submit to the XSC-ECR a 

nominstio:: document that: 

3. S%?ZS forth an economic, analysis ci impact oi the I% for its life 

cycle T 

&. Gives a derailed plan for Fntroduczion of the I%, and 

- 
3. Provides i! derailed SpecifiCZiti9il of Zfie ISA. 

B. Afrer receipt of the rromination documenr. MSC-XX will be briefed in 

detail on zhe proposal. 

C. MSC-ECR will accept/reject the nominarion tiithin thirty (30) days after 

the briefing. - . 
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Approved Instruction Set Architectures and Executive Agents 
..- 

The DOD-approved ISAs with the Executive Agent and defining documenr are: 

ISA Title 

Navy Standard 16-bit ISA cl/c/rs -2 

Navy Standard 32-bit ISA 
{tw/u YK- 7) 

Navy Stpadard Signal Processor ISA 
(/fnl/v YK * 14) 

Air Force Standard 16-bit ISA 

. 

Executive Agent 

-3 

Document 

!?% MIL-STD-1862 

USN -.. ELEX-P3.51 

PD-PMS408-1 

MIL-A-85232 

. . 

. * .- 

?lIL-STD-1750 




